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Abstract
Search engines have evolved from simple text indexing to indexing other forms of media,
such as audio and video. I have designed and implemented a web-based system that
permits people to search the transcripts of selected Supreme Court cases, and retrieve
audio file clips relevant to the search terms. The system development compared two
implementation approaches, one based on transcript aligning technologies developed by
Hewlett-Packard, the other is a servlet-based search system designed to return pre-parsed
audio file clips. While the first approach has the potential to revolutionize audio content
search, it could not consistently deliver successively parsed audio file clips with the same
user friendly content and speed as the simpler second approach. This web service,
implemented with the second approach, is currently deployed and publicly available at
www.supremecourtaudio.net.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Hal Abelson
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1.0 Introduction
Search engines have evolved from simple text indexing to indexing other forms of
media, such as audio and video. There is need and demand for tools that help developers
and users take advantage of the growing collection of media.
As part of the Internet boom, many different types of search engines have
appeared, ranging from all-inclusive Google to smaller, more specialized search engines.
One of these subgroups includes resources for lawyers, who must search through a great
deal of data to find relevant information. For instance, they may need to search for
federal case law, state case law, codes, regulations, legal news, law reviews, and
international legal information. Some of the more prominent resources include Lexist
and Westlaw2.
Another resource for lawyers and law students has recently been made available
to the public: The Oyez Project. This project is slowly releasing the Supreme Court oral
audio arguments in mp3 format, allowing users to share and distribute these resources.
This thesis takes this to the next step, by allowing a user to search the transcript of
selected Supreme Court cases and returning a short audio clip to the user. This project is
a collaboration with a Hewlett-Packard research lab, which has developed a recursive
algorithm that indexes audio segments with a transcript. Hewlett-Packard's most recent
software has addressed the problem of aligning very long audio files, which is helpful for
this project, since Supreme Court cases are often longer than an hour.
For this thesis, two versions of the Supreme Court Cases Audio Search System
were developed. The Alpha version attempted to integrate the Hewlett-Packard
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'Lexis: www.lexis.com
2 Westlaw: www.westlaw.com
transcript-aligning software by performing on-the-fly audio file parsing for the user.
Unfortunately, this version proved to be slow and its content was not useful. The Beta
version used a simpler architecture to quickly return pre-parsed audio files with useful
content.
The deployed version (Beta) of the audio search system is now located at
www.supremecourtaudio.net. This architecture relies on pre-parsed mp3 files between 30
seconds and 1 minute in length. These mp3 files contain context, speech nuances, and
the interactions between participants that are difficult to appreciate from reading
transcripts only. In addition, these files required no time to create during the search, so
the length of time that a user waits for an audio file is related only to the download time
of the file.
Figure 1.1: Search Screen
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This search page, in figure 1.1, asks for the following inputs: Search Terms, Speaker
Filter, and Headnotes Terms. Most searches will use just the Search Terms, such as
"race." Headnotes are summaries included in the beginning of common legal
publications, such as Westlaw or Lexis. After the terms have been entered, the user
submits a query that will return the search results.
The search results are populated by the server, which returns a results page:
Figure 1.2. Result Screen
In figure 1.2, this page is populated by transcript pieces, with the speaker bolded. In
addition, the search terms are highlighted in red to accentuate the search. Most
importantly, the link to the pre-parsed audio file is located after each transcript piece.
Each page is limited to 10 results, and the next 10 results can be requested with the "Next
Results" button at the bottom of the page.
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Results for race. Some search terms may have been omitted.
1. Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Justice John Paul Stevens: Is it also forbidden for the United States Military Academy?
Theodore B. Olson: It may well be, Justice Stevens, We're not defending the specifics of those programs but
we have not examined them individually. We we we believe that the ultimate solution to the problem that race
has created that that difference in race has created in this country has got to be according to what this court
has said: the most neutral race-neutral means possible.
2. Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Theodore B. Olson: It is a thinly disguised quota because there's only one path a segment -- Justice O'connor
put it this way in Croson -- a segment of the class reserved exclusively for certain minority groups, It isn't tied
to a particular number, Its a segment of the class reserved on the basis of race, It is it is based on the
stigmatizing notion that if you are a certain race, you think a certain way or if you are a certain race you have
certain experiences that are common.
urck Hers- to Play Thi Cir
3. Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Theodore B. Olson: Sadly, I believe that that that is correct um, Justice Scalia. And let me conclude by saying
that the Michigan Law School and the University of Michigan ultimately must make a choice. It may maintain its
elitist--as it refers to it-- selection process without regard to race or it may achieve the racial diversity it seeks
with race-neutral compromises in its admissions standards. But the one thing that it may not do is compromise
its admissions standards or change its admissions requirements for one race and not another. That is forbidden
by the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution.
.......... . I y .......  ... . ... . .... . .... . ........... ...... ........I . ........ .. ... ......................
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The link to the audio file points directly to an m3u file, or a playlist. This m3u
file contains the path to an mp3 file. When a user clicks on this link, a media player, like
Windows Media Player, will use the m3u to load and play the mp3. This deployment
works well with Windows Media Player and Winamp, but has some difficulty with Real
Audio Player.
This deployment contains 10 cases from the Oyez website:
1. Alabama v. Shelton (2002)
2. Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition (2001)
3. City of Los Angeles v. Alameda Books, Inc. (2001)
4. Chickasaw Nation v. United States (2001)
5. Eldred v. Ashcroft (2003)
6. Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
7. Lawrence and Garner v. Texas (2003)
8. Roe v. Wade (1973)
9. TRW v. Andrews (2001)
10. Utah v. Evans (2002)
These cases required an input mp3 audio file, as well as an associated transcript.
The Beta version of this audio search system requires scripts to clean up input transcripts.
These scripts check the format of each line of the transcript, and then import the
transcript information into the database. It uses Java Servlets 2.3 deployed on a Tomcat
Server. 4.1.30. The search page performs a POST request with the aforementioned search
inputs. The servlet code builds a SQL statement with search terms, and builds the output
for to the user.
Although the deployed version of the system uses MySQL to index the results, I
also developed my own indexing algorithm in an attempt to overcome some limitations
of the MySQL indexing. This algorithm seemed to do a fair job of ranking the segments.
However, the MySQL indexing functionality is used in the deployed version, because it
is more reliable.
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The Beta system will return a pre-parsed audio clip containing the search terms.
The creation of each of these files involved listening to each case and figuring out where
the breaks would be for each audio clip. As a result, most of the content for each file is
relevant and easy to understand.
Web Browser Tomcat Server
Index.html SearchServlet MySQL
H TTP<form ........... H....................................... B uildQ uery() 1. C ases
action="search" DBCallso 2. Participants
method=POST> Indexing( 3. Transcript
HighlightTerms() Segments
4. Headnotes
Results
<form
action="audio" M3u file Pre-parsed
method=POST> Audio File
Mp3 Audio File
Clip
Figure 1.3: Deployed System Architecture
I developed another version (Alpha) of this audio search system as well. This
version, which takes advantage of Hewlett-Packard's Transcript Alignment Algorithm,
attempts to parse an mp3 file just as the user requests it. Although this approach initially
seemed to be the most advanced and potentially the most powerful architecture, the
results from testing did not live up to these expectations.
The Alpha version involved using the output generated by the Hewlett-Packard
process. The output files from this algorithm served as input to the system database. Out
of the numerous output files, only two were of use to the Alpha version of the system.
The map file provided a one-to-one mapping of a word or phrase from original transcript
12
text to a version from interpreted by an online pronouncing dictionary3 . The time file
then provides beginning and end times for each of these interpreted words. I developed
an algorithm which iterated through the time file and compared the contents to the map
file. These comparisons allowed the database to be populated with beginning and end
times for the original transcript text.
Finally, the Alpha system returns an audio clip containing the search terms.
Originally, this audio search system was designed with an open-source Java mp3 parser
in mind. Although many programs can parse mp3 files into smaller pieces, there is no
open-source Java API that was accessible. Instead, I tried to emulate an mp3 parser by
building the audio clips from pre-parsed smaller audio clips using the Java Sound API.
The API builds a 20 second way file through an iterative process. This file is encoded
back into mp3 form and then returned to the user.
Both versions of the audio search system were tested by a variety of users,
ranging from law school students to professional engineers. I employed an iterative
testing process that allowed feedback from the users throughout the development process.
For instance, the design of the GUI was done with feedback and suggestions from law
school students and staff. In general, the users were happy with the content of the Beta
version.
On the other hand, the Alpha design was slow and unpredictable, mostly due to
the concatenation of files. In addition, many test users did not feel like the audio clips
were that useful, since the audio clips would start and end in the middle of sentences,
which would not allow the user to fully appreciate the context. I also attempted to
dynamically parse sentence structures based on punctuation, so I could return a better
3 The CMU Pronouncing Dictionary: http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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content (i.e., "complete thoughts") through the audio file, but this proved to be difficult
and beyond the scope of the project.
In the end, the deployed version seemed to be the best model. It was a cleaner
and simpler architecture that yielded exactly what a user would desire. As a testament to
this design's success, there are currently negotiations about expanding the system and
creating a permanent hosting site at Harvard Law School. It is anticipated that it will take
about 180 hours to add 80 cases and to deploy on a permanent hosting site.
14
2.0 The Oyez Project
The audio search system relies on the Oyez Project for the majority of its content.
On June, 17, 2003, the Oyez Project debuted under the supervision of Jerry Goldman, a
professor of political science at Northwestern. Its purpose is "to create and share a
complete and authoritative archive of Supreme Court audio." 4 They had collected the
audio files from the National Archives and Records Administration5 and converted many
into mp3 format. This project is part of Creative Commons, which is an organization that
uses specialized licenses that allow users to use and distribute certain creative goods. In
general, the idea is to give copyright holders a way to give their works away for copying
and other uses under specified conditions. These audio files are licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareA like License. This license
requires that users must give the original author credit, and prohibits commercial
purposes.
Although court cases are essentially uncopyrightable, these files are derivative
works because of technical and editorial judgments that depart from the original source.
For instance, an mp3 may be made up of two separate audio reels that had to be
combined together.
The Creative Commons technology embeds metadata into the distributed mp3's
with an assertion about the copyright status of the work. Specifically, a verification link
is inserted into the file, and this will inform the users of the copyright assertions. In
addition, this verification link can help the owner track suspicious use of the copyrighted
file, as well as draw traffic to the owner's website.
4 Creative Commons Interview: http://creativecommons.org/getcontent/features/oyez
5 National Archives and Records Administration: http://www.archives.gov/researchroom/arc/index/html
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All of the audio files featured in this audio search system originated from the
Oyez website. The deployed system features 10 cases to search from, and can be easily
expanded to accommodate more.
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3.0 Hewlett-Packard's Transcript Alignment Algorithm
This project is a collaboration with Hewlett-Packard Research Laboratories.
Hewlett-Packard has developed a recursive algorithm that indexes and aligns audio
segments with a transcript. Its most recent software has addressed the problem of
aligning very long audio files, which is helpful for this project, since Supreme Court
cases are often longer than an hour. In experimental results, this software has been able
to align 3 hour audio file containing
TV and radio broadcasts.
Although it is not perfect, the algorithm has an improved language model, which
allows the algorithm to use CMU public domain dictionary6 to translate each word into a
phonetic sequence. The algorithm is built around the idea of using anchors or "islands of
confidence". In figure 3.1, these anchors are selected words that are highly likely to be
correctly aligned. They will be assumed to be correct and only the segments between
anchors will be selected for another pass of the recognition system. If these islands are
incorrectly aligned, then only the words around these islands will be misaligned.
r] =00 E0 000 0=1 a clam
M mu1 OL:ui 01m 00 EmIM U 0 2a
IN M111 NMINI 1110 Ml MIMEM 2h
*QOinIIOEinUIIEILJ1MIEIMinDDDJ
E Selected wichors
Figure 3.1. Iterations of the Aligner7
6 http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
7 Source: P. Moreno, C. Joerg, J.M. Van Thong and 0. Glickman, "A Recursive Algorithm for the forced
alignment of very ling audio segments," International Conference on Spoken Language Processing, 1998.
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In addition, it is more tolerant of acoustic aberrations, such as gaps and extra
background noise. The recursion element of the algorithm allows lower levels of
iteration to deal with small pieces of language, which will improve the chances of the
language model recognizing noisy inputs. This software is now used in numerous
commercial applications, such as NPR web broadcasts and NOVA documentaries.
tWI & IU1Io 4Jt4P
Figure 3.2. Hewlett-Packard's Algorithm Design8
The inputs to this algorithm include an audio file and associated transcript. The
outputs9 are:
1) Map (*.map)- This file is a mapping of audible words to the transcripted words
according to the online dictionary.
2) Output (*.out)- This file merges the mapped words into a transcript that is
algorithm-input friendly.
3) Out of Dictionary Words (*.outdict.words)- This file logs words that could not be
in the online dictionary.
4) Sorted Words (*.sorted.words)- This file is a alphabetically sorted list of words
that were successfully identified mapped.
8 Source: P. Moreno, C. Joerg, J.M. Van Thong and 0. Glickman, "A Recursive Algorithm for the forced
alignment of very ling audio segments," International Conference on Spoken Language Processing, 1998.
9 See Appendix A for format of these output files
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5) Time (*.time)- This file maps each word to a range of times.
19
4.0 Alpha Version of Search System
Two versions of the audio search system were developed, each with a different
architecture and content output. One version (Alpha) of this audio search system takes
advantage of Hewlett-Packard's Transcript Alignment Algorithm. Although this
approach initially seemed to be the most advanced and potentially the most powerful
architecture, the results from testing did not live up to these expectations.
4.1 Integrating Hewlett-Packard's Transcript Aligning
Technologies
Although the Hewlett-Packard Transcript Aligning Technology has some
capability to clean up input transcripts, I developed Java scripts to emulate the Perl
scripts used by Hewlett-Packard to clean up the transcripts. The best source for the
transcripts to these audio files were usually found by using RealText files, which were
the associated transcripts used by Real Audio files found on the Oyez site. For instance,
this is the RealText format of a typical case1:
<window type="generic" duration="O.:05:28" height="200" width="360">
<time begin "00. 00.00"7>
<clear/>
We'll hear argument next in number 02-516, Jennifer Gratz and Patrick Hamacker
versus Lee Bollinger. Mr. Kolbo.
<time begin "00. 00.42 "/>
<clear/>
MR. KIRK 0. KOLBO. Mr. Chief Justice and may it please the court. Jennifer Gratz and
Patrick Hamacker were denied admission to the University of Michigan's flagship
undergraduate institution - the College of Literature, Science and the Arts - under
admissions policies that facially and flagrantly discriminated on the basis of race.
Figure 4.]: RealText Transcript Format
The algorithm to clean RealText files up included these steps:
10 Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
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1) Parse out any tags (i.e. <window...> and <time ...>).
2) Remove speaker identification (i.e. MR. KIRK 0. KOLBO).
3) Remove any superfluous punctuation.
There were times when non-RealText transcript sources were used because the RealText
sources were unavailable. In these cases, transcripts were found through a variety of
resources, such as Oyez, Westlaw, FindLaw websites. The same algorithm above was
used to clean up the transcript. In addition, the transcripts had to be manually cleaned
from non-oral transcript information embedded within the file. For instance, some of the
transcripts included a header abstract about the case. In addition, these transcripts also
included commentary about certain aspects of the case, and these comments were
scattered throughout the transcript. Fortunately, these comments were usually separated
by "*" characters from the rest of the real transcript, so they could be easily removed. As
a result, the following algorithm was used to parse these comments out:
1) Look for * character.
2) Search for another * character.
a. If this character is before a return carriage, this is identified as a comment,
so we can erase this comment.
b. If not, use this * character as another starting point and start searching
again. Log the skipped over * character, so the admin/user can later
inspect it manually.
This algorithm was pretty successful in parsing out comments, and only missed a few
awkwardly formatted comments. The finished transcript, which was given as input to the
Hewlett-Packard Aligning Algorithm, had this format:
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We will hear argument next in No. 02-516, Jennifer Gratz and Patrick Hamacher v. Lee
Bollinger. Mr. Kolbo. Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court: Jennifer Gratz and
Patrick Hamacher were denied admission to the University of Michigan's flagship
undergraduate institution, the College of Literature and Science and the Arts under an
admissions -- under admissions policies that facially and flagrantly discriminated on the
basis of race.
Figure 4.2: Cleanup Input Transcript
The output files from this algorithm served as input to the database. Out of the
five output files, only two were of use to the Alpha version of system. One was the time
file, which had the following format:
0.0000 0.9336 WE
0.9336 1.8673 WILL
1.8673 2.8009 HEAR
2.8009 3.7345 ARGUMENT
3.7345 4.6682 NEXT
4.6682 5.6018 IN
5.6018 6.5354 NUMBER
6.5354 7.4691 OH
7.4691 8.4027 TWO
8.4027 9.3363 TO
Figure 4.3. Sample Time File Output
Because of the use of an online pronouncing dictionary" for reference, this file does not
perfectly map to the input transcript. For instance, the term "02-516" is outputted as
"OH TWO TO FIVE HUNDRED SIXTEEN " As a result, the map file was useful in
translating the time file output back into the original transcript syntax. The map file had
the following format:
We => WE
will => WILL
hear => HEAR
argument => ARGUMENT
next => NEXT
in => IN
" The CMU Pronouncing Dictionary: http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
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No. => NUMBER
02-516, => OH TWO TO FIVE HUNDRED SLXTEEN
Jennifer => JENNIFER
Gratz => GRATZ
and => AND
Figure 4.4. Sample Map File Output
This was used to incorporate the mapped words back into the time transcript. An
algorithm, which would go through the time file one word at a time and compare it to the
map file, followed these steps:
1) For each single word in the time file, try to find it in the map file. If it is
found, replace it with the map version. If it is not found, log it and continue. If a
mapped word is skipped over, also log that word.
2) If multiple words (i.e. "OH TWO TO FIVE HUNDRED SIXTEEN") map
into one word or a single syntax (i.e. " 02-516"), replace all the lines with the
mapped word, and use the beginning timestamp from the first word and the last
timestamp from the last word.
This process was not perfect, as each transcript averaged about seven errors, which would
have to be manually fixed. These errors were prevalent when multiple people would
speak at once, and the time file would not successively include these words. Usually, a
single time entry would include one of these words, but this word would map to two
words spoken at the same time. As a result, an extra line had to be manually included for
the extra word.
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4.2 Architecture
RealText Format Other Format Mp3 Audio File
Transcript Transcript
Clean RealText Clean Other
Process Format Process
Clean Inpit Transcript
HP Transcript Aligner Process
Time and Map Files
Time.New File Process
Time.New Files
Import to DB Process
MySQL DB
Figure 4.5: Alpha System Database Creation Process
This new file, created by the previous processes, was named with a .time.new
extension. This file was used in conjunction with a slightly modified transcript file which
had the speaker identification associated with each sentence. An input process was then
created to populate the database with the transcript information. This process followed
this algorithm:
1) Find the speaker of the new sentence or paragraph.
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2) Step through each word in the transcript and find the relevant line in the .time.new
file. Input the timestamps, word, and speaker into the database. Report any
errors.
Surprisingly, there were very few errors associated with this process.
The database schema into which this information was inserted followed this
structure1:
1) Cases: This table includes information about the case.
2) Participants: This table includes information about the participants.
3) Transcript-Segments: This table separates segments by the speaker. When a
different speaker starts speaking, a new transcript-segments row is created.
4) Segments: This table includes every line from the .time. new file.
Most of information imported from the .time.new file went into the transcript-segments
and segments tables.
For instance, the line, "We will hear argument next in No. 02-516" would be
represented in the DB, as illustrated in figure 4.5:
Cases
caseID name file name
Gratz v. Bollinger (2003) gratz
Participants
participantlD name type
1 Justice William H. Rehnquist justice
Transcript Segments
transcript segmentlD caselD participantlD
1 1 1
12 See Appendix B for in-depth DB schema
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Segments
segmentID transcript segmentID word begTime endTime
1 1 We 0.0000 0.9336
2 1 will 0.9336 1.8673
3 1 hear 1.8673 2.8009
4 1 argument 2.8009 3.7345
5 1 next 3.7345 4.6682
6 1 in 4.6682 5.6018
7 1 No. 5.6018 6.5354
8 1 02-516 6.5354 12.1372
Figure 4.6. Alpha System Database Sample
Servlet Request
SearchServlet.doPost
Request Parameters
Build SQL Statements and Make
DB Calls
ResultSet Data
Indexing Algorithm to Calculate
Rank
Anchor Words
Build Mp3 by Concatenating and
Encoding Audio Files
Mp3 File
Build HTML Output
HTML Page
Figure 4.7: Alpha System Servlet Request Process Flow
This version of the system allowed to user to search for words spoken by a
particular speaker, speaker type, or any speaker. A speaker type consists of either being a
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justice or advocate (i.e., someone other than a justice). This system used Java Servlets
2.3 deployed on a Tomcat Server. 4.1.30. The search page performs a POST request with
the aforementioned search inputs. The servlet code accomplishes the following tasks:
1) Get search terms from request.
2) Create a DB connection.
3) Build SQL statement with search terms.
4) Get results from ResultSet and use indexing algorithm to rank matches.
5) Build output for response.
The most complicated part of this code involved the indexing algorithm. There are many
indexing API's available, but none of them seemed to be a good fit for this problem. The
experimental algorithm involved the following steps:
1) Build a data structure from all the results returned from the query. These results
include any word matches from the segments table.
2) Iterate through each of these words and calculate its rank using these strategies:
a. Number of other word matches within a 20 second range of the word.
b. "Closeness" of the words within this range. A function calculates this by
squaring the difference in time in between the words and adding all the
values up.
This algorithm was not perfect, but it seemed to do a decent job of ranking the words.
Each result would return word and a timestamp, which would serve as the anchor for the
audio file parsing.
27
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with Rank
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Figure 4.8. Alpha System Indexing Algorithm
Finally, this system will return an audio clip containing the search terms.
Originally, this system was designed with an open-source Java mp3 parser in mind.
Although there are many programs can parse mp3 files into smaller pieces, there is no
open-source Java API that was accessible. After much effort and frustration, no suitable
solution was found.
Instead, I tried to emulate an mp3 parser 3 by building the audio clips from pre-
parsed smaller audio clips. The Java Sound API has an AudioConcat class that can
concatenate two way files together. As a result, I used software 4 to break up the mp3
source file into one second pieces. I then decoded the mp3 pieces into a much larger way
files. Each way file would be located on the server, and would be named [case name]-
xxxx.wav, where xxxx represented the time of the way file and the [case name] is a field
from the database (Cases.filename). The API would then use the timestamp from the
anchor word and build a 20 second way file through an iterative process. This file would
finally be encoded back into mp3 form and then would be returned to the user.
13 See Appendix D
"4 PolderbitS Sound Recorder and Editor
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<form ...........
action=" search"
method=POST>
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Mp3 Audio File
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Figure 4.9: Alpha System Architecture
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4.3 Results
This system design was the original vision for this project. The goal was to return
mp3 audio clips that were parsed as the user requested the audio clip. However, this
design proved difficult and the system was slow, mostly due to the concatenation of files.
In addition, many test users did not feel like the audio clips were that useful, since the
audio clips would start and end in the middle of sentences, which would not allow the
user to fully appreciate the context.
While returning the search results was quick, returning the associated audio clip
was slow and unpredictable. After I realized how slow the system was, I started to log
the time it took for the system to build the concatenated file. Figure 4.7 illustrates a time
sample of 20 of the audio file concatenations:
Time to Build Audio Files
6
E
3
E2
0
1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Seconds
Figure 4. 10: Time to Build Audio Files for each Request
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Mean 6.115
Standard Error 0.411881115
Median 6.5
Mode 6.5
Standard Deviation 1.841988342
Sample Variance 3.392921053
Range 6.6
Minimum 3.1
Maximum 9.7
Figure 4.1]: Statistical Summary for Build Times
The average time was 6 seconds, which was not acceptable for a search system such as
this. In addition, the variance of these results was also relatively large. This is also not
desirable in a search system. Finally, it is noteworthy to notice that these samples times
do not include the length of time it took to download the mp3 back to browser. This
would depend on the connection, but this download time would usually add an additional
2 or 3 seconds. As a result, a user could be there around 10 seconds waiting for a 20
second audio file clip.
The other main complaint about the system involved the type of content that was
returned. Although the test users were initially surprised by the type of search they could
do, an overwhelming complaint involved the incoherent content that was returned. For
instance, a typical search for the term "race" may return the following clip: "elitist--as it
refers to it-- selection process without regard to race or it may achieve the racial." This
was not the relevant information that users wanted.
I attempted to dynamically parse sentence structures based on punctuation, so I
could return a complete thought through the audio file. However, my initial attempts ran
into two main problems. It was difficult to contain to the file length to around 20
seconds, so there was more fluctuation with the time it took to build the audio files. In
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addition, the Hewlett-Packard algorithm would sometimes parse out the needed
punctuation, which made things much more difficult and time consuming.
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5.0 Beta Version of Search System
The beta version of this system addressed many of the problems of the
aforementioned version, even with a simpler approach. Although this version was not the
original vision, it was the initial deployment. The main difference between the two
systems is that the Beta system does not emulate the mp3 parsing. This architecture
relies on pre-parsed mp3 files between 30 seconds and 1 minute in length. These mp3
files contain complete thoughts or interactions between participants that take advantage
of the content of audio files over transcript reading. Because the mp3 parsing emulation
was long and unpredictable, its exclusion in the Beta system lead to improved results.
Since the audio files required no time to create during the search, any length of time that
a user waits for an audio file is related only to the download time of the file.
In addition, I was able to take advantage of MySQL's indexing functionality,
which I was not able to in the Alpha version. The reason is because the Alpha version
stores each transcript word in one row, while the Beta version stores transcript segments
(usually around 50-100 words) in each row. The MySQL indexing needs fields to be
populated with more than one word in order to be effective.
Finally, once it was clear that this version was the better solution, I was easily
added more functionality.. For instance, the search terms are highlighted when the
HTML output is returned. Additionally, in order to make the output more digestible, I
limited the results to 10 transcript segments, and allowed the user to get the next 10
results if desired.
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5.1 Search System Experience
A deployed version is now available to use and test. It is located at
www.supremecourtaudio.net:
FM Edt VYse F4Yotkes TO& Help
.... ... . .. .. . .. ............
Jr, kttp.I .t eroateja req1
Supreme Court Cases Audio Search
Please Enter the Terms to Search For (Required).
Search Terms:
Please Enter Sp"kf(s):.
Speaker Filter: Anyone
Include Cases with leadnotes Terns (Optional).
Htrainottrs Tarms: .. ..... ...............
if the audio iles do not work, please click he for more
directionsitroubleshooting tips.
Figure 5.1: Search Screen
This search page15 asks for the following inputs:
1) Search Terms- This is the heart of the search. These are the terms within the
transcript that are being searched for. This cannot be left blank.
2) Speaker Filter- A user can search for a search terms specifically spoken by a
speaker. You can also filter for speaker type, such as advocate and justice. This
cannot be left blank, but the default value is "Anyone."
3) Headnotes Terms- Headnotes are summaries included in front of common legal
authorities, such as Westlaw or Lexis. Since access to these sources requires
membership, this deployment emulates these summaries by using the FindLaw
"5 See Appendix E: HTML Source for Search Page
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case summaries. Populating this term is an easy way to filter the cases in the
search. This term can be left blank.
After the terms are inputted, the user submits a query that will return the search results.
The search results are populated by the server, and returns a results page as
illustrated in figure 5.2:
Figure 5.2: Result Screen
This page is populated by transcript pieces, with the speaker bolded. In addition, the
search terms are highlighted in red to accentuate the search. Most importantly, the link to
the pre-parsed audio file is located after each transcript piece. Each page is limited to 10
results, and the next 10 results can be requested by the "Next Results" button at the
bottom of the page.
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Fie Edt VSew Favtes Tods H*
B ack search r-avortas mad&
Supreme Court Cases Audio Search
Results for race. Some search terms may have been omitted.
1. Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Justice John Paul Stevens; Is it also forbidden for the United States Military Academy?
Theodore B. Olson: it may well be, Justice Stevens. We're not defending the specifics of those programs but
we have not examined them individually, We we we believe that the ultimate solution to the problem that race
has created that that difference in race has created in this country has got to be according to what this court
has said: the most neutral race-neutral means possible.
Click Hrr- tc Pl v 's Clip
2. Gratz v. Bo/Iinger (2003)
Theodore 6. Olson: It is a thinly disguised quota because there's only one path a segment -- Justice O'Connor
put it this way in Croson -- a segment of the class reserved exclusively for certain minority groups. It isn't tied
to a particular number, Its a segment of the class reserved on the basis of race. It is it is based on the
stigmatizing notion that if you are a certain race, you think a certain way or if you are a certain race you have
certain expenences that are common.
3. Gratz v. Boliinger (2003)
Theodore S. Olson: Sadly, I believe that that that is correct um, Justice Scalia. And let me conclude by saying
that the Michigan Law School and the University of Michigan ultimately must make a choice. It may maintain its
elitist--as it refers to it-- selection process without regard to race or it may achieve the racial diversity it seeks
with race-neutral compromises in its admissions standards. But the one thing that it may not do is compromise
its admissions standards or change its admissions requirements for one race and not another, That is forbidden
by the Equal Protection Clause of the constitution,
Hii ; ere t Play This Ct -
4 Intem.et
The link to the audio file points directly to an m3u file. An m3u is a media queue
format, also generally known a playlist. The m3u file contains the path to the pre-parsed
mp3 file. When a user clicks on this link, a media player, like Windows Media Player,
will use the m3u to load and play the mp3. This deployment works well with Windows
Media Player and Winamp, but seems to have some difficulty with Real Audio Player.
This deployment contains 10 cases from the Oyez website. These cases required
the mp3 file and a transcript in order to be useful. The quickest method to find all the
cases that fit this requirement involves using Google to search for "argument.mp3" and
"transcript" in the Oyez domain. There are currently 87 cases that fit this requirement.
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5.2 System Architecture
Any FOrmat
Transcript
Check Format Process
Import to DB Process
MySQL DB
Update Transcript-File Information
Process
Updated MySQL DB
Create M3u Process
M3u Files
Figure 5.3: Beta Version Database Creation Process
This system also requires scripts to clean up input transcripts as well. These
script steps are:
1) Check the format of each line. Each line should be formatted as
[speaker]: [spoken transcript text].
2) Import the transcript information into the DB, which includes replacing the
speaker with the speakerlD.
3) Update the database information. This includes identifying which rows are
contained in the same audio file. This is important for displaying the proper
speaker and text associated with each audio file.
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The information is inserted into the following database schema'6.
1) Cases: This table includes information about the case.
2) Participants: This table included information about the participants.
3) Transcript-Segments: This table separates segments by the speaker. When a
different speaker starts speaking, a new transcript-segments row is created.
4) Headnotes: This table includes information about the headnotes associated with
each case.
In addition, both the headnotes and transcript-segments tables have columns that are
optimized for index searching.
A sample transcript piece would be represented in the DB, as illustrated in figure
5.4:
Cases
caselD name
1 Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Participants
participantID name type
1 Justice William H. Rehnquist justice
Headnotes
caselD notes
Gratz and Hamacher, both of whom are Michigan residents and
1 Caucasian, applied for admission to the University of
Michigan's (University) College
________________________Transcript-Segments _______________
transcript caseD articipant T spe multip segment
segmentlD as ID fiele ______________
Gratz We'll hear argument next in
1 1 1 Track 01 N number 02-516, Jennifer Gratz
Figure 5.4: Beta Version Database Sample
16 See Appendix C for more information about the schema
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Servlet Request
SearchServlet.doPost
Request Parameters
MySQL Indexing ............... SelfDeveloped Indexing
Build Simple SQL Statements Indexing Algorithm to Calculate
and Make DB Calls Rank w/ DB Calls
ResultSet Data w/
Transcript Segments
Highlight Search Terms
Build "Next Results" Parameters
Build HTML Output
HTML Page
Figure 5.5: Beta Version Servlet Request Process Flow- This process flow includes two
possible paths for the indexing, the MySQL indexing or the self-developed indexing.
The deployed version uses the MySQL indexing.
This system uses Java Servlets 2.3 deployed on a Tomcat Server. 4.1.30. The search page
would perform a POST request with the aforementioned search inputs. The servlet
code' 7 would accomplish the following tasks:
1) Get search terms from the request.
2) Create DB connection.
" See Appendix F: Beta Architecture ServIet Code
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3) Build SQL statement with search terms. If a headnotes term has been inputted, a
separate SQL statement is built as well. MySQL does not allow two index
searches and a JOIN in the same query.
4) Combine results from the two queries from the ResultSets.
5) Build output for response.
Search|Words
Build Additional Versions of
Search Words
New Search Words
Build SQL Statements and Make
DB Calls
Matched Segment 4  Next Matched
.......................... S egm en t
Number of Matched Closeness of Matched
Words in Segments Words in Segment
Segments with
Rank
V
Figure 5.6: Beta System Indexing Algorithm
Although the deployed version of the system uses MySQL to index the results, I also
tried to develop my own version. The main limitation of the MySQL search involved its
inability to include plural forms of searches. For instance, the search for "race" would
not index "races", "raced", etc. However, direct searches into the MYSQL fields can
return versions of the search term. To take advantage of this search, the MySQL
indexing could not be used. This algorithm involved the following steps:
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1) Building a query with additional version of the input words. This includes plural
versions, but not tenses of verbs.
2) Building a data structure from all the results returned from the query. These
results include any word matches from the transcript-segments table.
3) Iterating through each segment and calculating its rank using these variables:
a. Number of other word matches in the segment.
b. "Closeness" of the words within this range. A function calculates this by
squaring the difference of the number of words in between the words and
adding all the values up.
Like the algorithm before, this seemed to do a fair job of ranking the segments.
However, the MySQL indexing functionality is used in the deployed version, because it
is more reliable.
Another difference with this new version involves the highlighting of search
terms within the returned search content. This involves parsing the whole transcript
segment and bolding the term. This was not as straight forward as it might look. For
instance, some words would be part of a larger word, so only parts of words would be
unfortunately highlighted. Most of these errors were fortunately fixed.
This version also limits the output to 10 transcript segments each time this servlet
is called. If the user wants to the next 10 results, there is a "Next Results" button at the
bottom of the page. This will perform another call to the servlet with pre-populated
search parameters to allow the user to see the next 10 results.
Finally, this system will return a pre-parsed audio clip containing the search
terms. The creation of each of these files involved listening to each case and figuring out
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where the breaks would be for each audio clip. As a result, most of the content for each
file is relevant and easy to understand.
Tomcat ServerWeb Browser
Index.html
<form
action=" search"
method=POST>
Results
<form
action="audio"
method=POST>
Mp3 Audio File
Clip F
MySQL
1. Cases
2. Participants
3. Transcript
_Segments
4. Headnotes
Pre-parsed
Audio File
HTTP
SearchServlet
BuildQuery()
DBCallso
Indexingo
HighlightTermso
4-
M3u file
Figure 5.7.: Beta System Architecture
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5.3 Results
The main goal of this project was to return pre-parsed mp3 audio clips. This
simpler design yielded many more benefits. Firstly, this design proved to be much
quicker because no processing power and time was used to build mp3s just as the user
requests an audio file. In addition, many test users felt like the audio clips were useful
and a great resource. The users also commented that the highlighting of the search terms
in the results was a nice feature, which allowed quicker scanning of the results. While
the goal of this search was to return all the relevant results, it was difficult to return every
single result for some words. These words may have had grammatical versions (like past
tense and plural) that would prevent searching for all relevant terms. However, the
returned results were definitely relevant and useful.
One additional benefit of this version would be the expandability. The alpha
version was much more complex, and as a result, it was more difficult to add
functionality.
As a testament to this design's success, there are currently negotiations about
expanding the system and creating a permanent hosting site at Harvard Law School. It is
anticipated that it will take about 180 hours to add 80 cases and to deploy on a permanent
hosting site.
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5.4 System Specifications
In order to expand and permanently deploy the Beta version of the audio search
system, the following are the minimum hardware and software requirements:
1) Server with Internet Access and a static IP
2) Apache Tomcat 4.1.27
3) MySQL 4.0.18
4) 1 Gig Hard Drive Space
5.5 Expandability
In order to add new cases, a person would probably need around 2 hours per case.
In addition, the hard drive requirement would be 10 Gigs, assuming that the system was
expanded by 80 cases. This would involve adding information to the DB and parsing the
audio file with a sound editing program (like PolderbitS Sound Recorder and Editor).
The Oyez site has around 80 cases with both publicly available mp3's and
transcripts. They have more mp3's publicly available on the site, and you can request the
webmaster for more. However, additional transcripts do not seem to be available, and
would need to be procured through other sources. The minimum time requirement to add
the first 80 cases would be around 180 hours, which includes the time to set up a new
server.
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6.0 Future Work
If a developer wanted to add more functionality to this audio search system, the
suggested development tools include:
1. Eclipse IDE18 : This is a universal tool platform, which is open-source,
extensible, and easy to use.
2. Install Tomcat plugin for Eclipse 9: This plugin registers the Tomcat process
to the Eclipse debugger. It also takes care of adding the Tomcat classpath to the
Java Projects.
3. MySQL Control Center: This is a GUI that interfaces with MySQL.
4. SSH Client20 : I used a simple SSH client called Putty. It allowed remote
access to a Tomcat Server.
A developer could use other compatible tools, but I found these tools useful and free.
There are many immediate things that a person could do to make the system
better, without a substantial amount of work:
1. Make it compatible with Real Player, since many people use this as their
default mp3 player. Right now, it only consistently works with Windows Media
Player.
2. Allow the user to return all the clips from one case instead of performing a
search. This would allow in-depth study of a single case by any user. The search
servlet could be easily modified to return all the clips from one case instead of
searching for terms in all the cases.
18 http://www.eclipse.org/
'9 http://www.sysdeo.com/eclipse/tomcatPlugin.htm1
20 http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
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3. Add internet resources associated with each case or participant. For instance,
someone could add a link to a Google search about a case or justice.
In addition to these quick development additions, there are many features that could be
added, but would require substantially more work:
1. Web Service: Making this a web service would be the next logical step. Web
services allow many remote applications to use this audio search system as a
resource through a SOAP protocols. In all likelihood, the remote program
would have to either access a file on the server, or the SOAP protocol may
end up passing back beginning and ending timestamps for the transcript
pieces.
2. Mp3 Parser: Since this was the initial vision of this project, making the mp3
parser work better would be a nice improvement. Unfortunately, as it has
been demonstrated, this is a difficult problem to solve, since it will require a
significant amount of processing to parse large mp3 files. If this could be
accomplished, then the input process to this would be trivial, and many more
files could be added to this system.
3. RealAudio format: Mp3's are not the only electronic audio format available,
so future work on other formats would prove fruitful. In particular, the
RealAudio format would be appealing, since it is easy to synch the audio file
to a certain timeframe, and the files are also smaller. It also has functionality
to synch transcripts with a playing audio file.
4. Other Fields: This system could be a template for other uses as well. For
instance, this could be expanded to the medical field and school lectures.
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5. Segment Indexing: For each transcript segment that is returned, there could
be a link that searches for similar segments in the database.
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7.0 Related Work
Not surprisingly, Hewlett-Packard has implemented a similar type of technology
with a project called Speechbot . SpeechBot is a search engine for audio content, and it
attempts to use a transcript from the content based on speech recognition. Although this
technology is exciting, it is not very exact. While this website might prove useful and
interesting to many consumers, professionals like lawyers may not appreciate the lack of
preciseness associated with many "technical" search terms. The heavy reliance on the
speech recognition leads to some transcription errors, making some terms difficult to
search for. The accuracy of these search results is highly dependent on accurate speech-
to-text translation from an extensive dictionary and exact spelling.
Tnternern d Speech
compressea Audio rcgi
audio *team (WOV) 4 rcgie
M Id 7 Transcnpts
.ibrarian database
quenes
____ _Web_ IndexerIerv
Links to
audio
documents
Figure 7.1: SpeechBot Architecture
Another company in this field is called Fast-Talk Communications. They skip the
transcription step used by SpeechBot. Instead, they use a phonetic transcription of a
21 http://speechbot.research.compaq.com/
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document, and base the search purely on sound. This is supposed to speed the indexing
process and increase the accuracy of searches against a large collection of audio files. It
relies on pre-processed acoustic models as a base for the search. Figure
--------------- 
- - ----- - - --- 
--- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -
-
IMM
Figure 7.2: Fast- Talk Architecture
Another group is also working on a speech retrieval system for the Oyez project.
They are called the Spoken Word Archive Group 2 (SWAG), and they are interested in
the creation and dissemination of spoken-word digital audio archives. In particular, they
have developed a SpokenWordQuery, which is an XML-based protocol for searching and
accessing records in a digital repository.
22 SWAG: http://www.dcs.shefac.uk/spandh/projects/swag/index.html
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Finally, something that is related to audio file search is image file search. There
is a company called Pixiogic23 that is designing a search engine for images based on what
it has indexed from the image information. Instead of using the text describing the
images, it uses computer vision technology to "see" what the image is about. The
software is designed to see objects in a picture or video frame. It uses mathematical
formulation to describe them, and then stores them in a searchable database.
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23 Pixiogic: http://www.pixlogic.com/
8.1 Appendix A: Transcript Formats
This is a portion of the online transcript for a case24 . The source was a Real Audio
transcript file:
<window type="generic" duration="0 1:05:28" height="200" width="360">
<time begin="00:00:00"/>
<clear/>
We'll hear argument next in number 02-516, Jennifer Gratz and Patrick Hamacker versus
Lee Bollinger. Mr. Kolbo.
<time begin="00:00:42"/>
<clear/>
MR. KIRK 0. KOLBO: Mr. Chief Justice and may it please the court. Jennifer Gratz and
Patrick Hamacker were denied admission to the University of Michigan's flagship
undergraduate institution -- the College of Literature, Science and the Arts -- under
admissions policies that facially and flagrantly discriminated on the basis of race.
Cleaned up transcript file:
We will hear argument next in No. 02-516, Jennifer Gratz and Patrick Hamacher v. Lee
Bollinger. Mr. Kolbo. Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the Court: Jennifer Gratz and
Patrick Hamacher were denied admission to the University of Michigan's flagship
undergraduate institution, the College of Literature and Science and the Arts under an
admissions -- under admissions policies that facially and flagrantly discriminated on the
basis of race.
Map- This file is a mapping of audible words to the transcripted words according to the
online dictionary:
We => WE
will => WILL
hear => HEAR
argument => ARGUMENT
next => NEXT
in => IN
No. => NUMBER
02-516=> OH TWO TO FIVE HUNDRED SIXTEEN
Jennifer => JENNIFER
Gratz => GRATZ
and => AND
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24 Gratz v. Bollinger (2003)
Output- This file merges the mapped words into a transcript that is algorithm-input
friendly:
WEWILL _HEARARGUMENTNEXTINNUMBEROHTWOTOFIVEHUN
DREDSIXTEENJENNIFERGRATZ...
Out of Dictionary Words- This file logs words that could not be in the online dictionary:
ASCERTAINABLE
BOALT
COMPORTS
ETHNICITIES
FACIALLY
FORTUITY
GURIN
HBCS
HOBBESIAN
LSA
NONPREFERRED
NONREMEDIAL
Sorted Words- This file is a alphabetically sorted list of words that were successfully
identified mapped:
A
ABLE
ABOUT
ABOVE
ABSOLUTELY
ACADEMIC
ACADEMICALLY
ACADEMY
ACCEPTING
ACCIDENT
ACCOMPLISH
ACCORDING
ACCOUNT
ACHIEVE
ACHIEVED
ACHIEVING
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Time- This file maps each word to a range of times.
0.0000 0.9336 WE
0.9336 1.8673 WILL
1.8673 2.8009 HEAR
2.8009 3.7345 ARGUMENT
3.7345 4.6682 NEXT
4.6682 5.6018 IN
5.6018 6.5354 NUMBER
6.5354 7.4691 OH
7.4691 8.4027 TWO
8.4027 9.3363 TO
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8.2 Appendix B: Alpha Architecture DB Schema
Cases- This table included information about the case.
Participants- This table included information about the participants.
TranscriptSegments- This table separates segments by the speaker. When a different
speaker starts speaking, a new transcript-segment is created.
Segments- This table includes every line from the . time. new file.
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Cases
caselD int(10)
name varchar(50)
filename varchar(50)
Participants
participantlD int(10)
name varchar(50)
type varcahr(10)
TranscriptSegments
Transcript segmentID int(10)
caselD int(10)
participantlD int(10)
Segments
segmentID int(10)
Transcript segmentlD int(10)
word varchar(100)
begTime float
-9
endTime float
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8.3 Appendix C: Beta Architecture DB Schema
Cases- This table included information about the case.
Cases
caselD int(10)
name varchar(50)
Participants- This table included information about the participants.
TranscriptSegments- This table separates segments by the speaker. When a different
speaker starts speaking, a new transcript segment is created.
Headnotes: This table includes the headnotes associated with each case.
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Participants
participantlD int(10)
name varchar( 100)
type varchar(100)
TranscriptSegments
Transcript segmentID int(10)
caselD int(10)
participantlD int(1 0)
file varchar(100)
multiple char(1)
segment Text
Headnotes
caselD int(10)
notes text
8.4 Appendix D: Alpha Architecture- Mp3 Parser Code
/* This class builds up an mp3 file from previously parsed way files
* and returns the mp3 file name. Although AudioConcat supports
* inputting more than 2 files, it was unreliable to more then 2 files
* at one, so I decided to sacrifice performance for reliability in this
* class
public String mp3Parse(float time, String case name){
// Create final output name to be return
String output = casename + String.valueOf(time);
// Round time to nearest second
int time-second = java.lang.Math.round(time);
// Use a blank way file as first file to concatenate with
String temp file-name = "blank.wav";
// Iterate through 20 files and concatenate each one
for (int x time second - 10; x < time-second + 10; x++) {
// Call format class to make timename in format of xxxx
String time name = String.valueOf(x);
timename = formatTime(time name);
// Current way file name
String currentway = case name + + time-name + ".wav";
// New temp file name
String ouput file name = output + String.valueOf(x) + ".way";
String[] args = new String[] {
"-c", // concatenation mode
"-o", / output file specified
"/test/" + ouputfilename, // output file
"/test/wav/" + tempfile name, // input file 1
"/test/wav/" + currentway // input file 2
} ;
// Concatenate with temp file and current way file
// Concatenating with more than two inputs at once
// was unstable and unreliable
AudioConcat.main(args);
tempfile name = ouput file name;
}
// mp3 file name
String mp3_file = output + ".mp3;
// Encode way into mp3 file
mp3encode(temp_file_name, mp3_file);
return mp3_file;
}
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8.5 Appendix E: HTML Source for Search Page
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
<meta name="GENERATOR" content="Mozilla/4.61 [en] (WinNT; I) [Netscape]">
<meta name="Author" content="Anil K. Vijendran">
<title>Supreme Court Case Audio File Search</title>
</head>
<BODY BACKGROUND="background.jpg" TEXT="black" LINK="#005d5d" VLINK="#5d5d00"
ALINK="#ffO00O" BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF">
<form action=" servlet/search" method=POST>
<A HREF="http://www.supremecourtaudio.net">Home</A> <A
HREF="http://www.supremecourtaudio.net/about.html">About</A>I <A
HREF="mailto:webmaster@supremecourtaudio.net">Comments</A>
<HR NOSHADE>
<center>
<FONT SIZE="+3">Supreme Court Cases Audio Search</font>
</center>
<br/>
<table border=0 cellpadding=4>
<tr>
<td width="115">
<p align=right><FONT SIZE="+2">S</FONT>EARCH<br></p>
</td>
<td valign="top" width="500">
Please Enter the Terms to Search For (Required).<br/>
Search Terms: <input type=text size=40 name=searchTerms>
<br/>
<br/>
Please Enter Speaker(s).<br/>
Speaker Filter:
<select name="speakerFilter">
<option value="Anyone">Anyone</option>
<option value="Justice">Any Justice</option>
<option value="Advocate ">Any Advocate</option>
<option value="22">Justice Blackmun, Harry A. (1970-1994)</option>
<option value=" 14">Justice Brennan, William J. (1956-1990)</option>
<option value=" 9 ">Justice Breyer, Stephen G. (1994-present)</option>
<option value="21 ">Justice Burger, Warren E. (1969-1986)</option>
<option value="13">Justice Douglas, William 0. (1939-1975)</option>
<option value="8">Justice Ginsburg, Ruth Bader (1993-present)</option>
<option value="5">Justice Kennedy, Anthony (1988-present)</option>
<option value=" 17">Justice Marshall, Thurgood (1967-1991)</option>
<option value="3">Justice O'Connor, Sandra Day (198 1-present)</option>
<option value=" 18">Justice Powell, Lewis F. (1971-1987)</option>
<option value=" ">Justice Rehnquist, William H. (1 972-present)</option>
<option value="4">Justice Scalia, Antonin (1986-presnet)</option>
<option value=" 6 ">Justice Souter, David H. (1990-present)</option>
<option value=" 15">Justice Stewart, Potter (1958-1981)</option>
<option value="2">Justice Stevens, John Paul (1975-present)</option>
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<option value="7">Justice Thomas, Clarence (1991-present)</option>
<option value=" 16">Justice White, Byron R. (1962-1993)</option>
<option value="24 ">Clement, Paul D.</option>
<option value="33 ">Dellinger, Walter E.</option>
<option value="40 ">Duke, Steven B.</option>
<option value="27">DuMont, Edward C.</option>
<option value=" 19">Floyd, Jay</option>
<option value=" 39 ">Fried, Charles</option>
Koption value="3 6 ">Jones, Kent L.</option>
<option value="3 4 ">Henderson, Andrew R.</option>
<option value="26 ">Klekner, Michael L.</option>
<option value=" 11 ">Kolbo, Kirk O.</option>
<option value="32">Lee, Thomas R.</option>
</select>
<br/>
<br/>
Include Cases with Headnotes Terms (Optional).<br/>
Headnotes Terms: <input type=text size=40 name=headnotesTerms>
<br/>
<br/>
*If the audio files do not work, please click
<A HREF="http://www.supremecourtaudio.net/about.html">here</A> for more
directions/troubleshooting tips.
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<br/>
<center>
<input type="hidden" name=start value=l>
<input type=submit>
</center>
</body>
</html>
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8.6 Appendix F: Beta Architecture Serviet Code
package servlet;
import java.sql.*;
import java.sql.Connection;
import java.sql.DriverManager;
import java.sql.SQLException;
import java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
import javax.servlet.*;
import javax.servlet.http.*;
/**
* @author Edward Wang
* Beta Servlet Version
* This servlet will search the MySQL DB for the proper segment, and will
* return a pointer to an m3u file. This m3u file will point to an mp3 file
* that will be played by the an mp3 player, most likely the Windows Media
* Player
*/
public class SearchServlet extends HttpServlet {
public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException {
super.init(config);
}
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws IOException, ServletException
{
// We are only concerned about POST requests, so this error is thrown
response.setContentType("text/html");
PrintWriter out = response.getWritero;
out.println("GET Request. No Form Data Posted");
}
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public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response)
throws ServletException, IOException {
//Get parameters from request and put it in a hashtable
Enumeration e = request. getParameterNameso;
Hashtable hash = new Hashtableo;
while (e.hasMoreElementso) {
String name = (String)e.nextElemento;
String value = request.getParameter(name);
hash.put(name, value);
}
String searchTerms = (String) hash.get("searchTerms");
searchTerms = omitSearchTerms(searchTerms);
String speakerFilter = (String) hash.get("speakerFilter");
String headnotesTerms = (String) hash.get("headnotesTerms");
headnotesTerms = headnotesTerms.trimo;
int start = Integer.parselnt((String) hash.get("start"));
boolean includeHeadnotes = false;
boolean includeNextResults = false;
// Assume conn is an already created JDBC connection
Statement stint = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
ResultSet rs2 = null;
Connection conn = null;
ResultSet rs3 = null;
try {
// Load driver for MySQL
Class.forName("org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver").newlnstanceo;
conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/supremecourtaudio net -
1", "supremecourtau", "");
stint = conn.createStatementO;
// Create Select Stataments
// This version is the MySQl indexed version
String statement = "";
String select = "SELECT distinct(t.file), t.segment, p.name, t.multiple, t.caselD, c.name
as casesName ";
String from = "FROM transcriptsegments t, participants p, cases c ";
String where = "WHERE p.participantLD = t.participantlD and c.caselD = t.caselD" +
" and MATCH (t.segment) AGAINST ("' + searchTerms +
// Deal with speaker filters in the select statement
if (!speakerFilter.equals("Anyone")) {
if (speakerFilter.equals("Justice")) {
where = where + " and p.type ='Justice';
} else if(speakerFilter.equals("Advocate")){
where = where + " and p.type ='Advocate';
} else {
where = where + " and p.participantlD = ' + speakerFilter +
}}
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statement = select + from + where;
(headnotes.notes)
// This code is used to deal with the headnotes terms search
// This is a separate search that will be merged with previous search
java.util.HashSet headnoteHash = new java.util.HashSeto;
if (!headnotesTerms.equals("")){
includeHeadnotes = true;
String stmtHeadnotes = "SELECT caselD FROM headnotes w
AGAINST (" + headnotesTerms + "' IN BOOLEAN MODE)";
System. out.println(" stmtHeadnotes = " + stmtHeadnotes);
stmt.execute(stmtHeadnotes);
rs3 = stmt.getResultSeto;
while(rs3.nexto) {
String caselD = String.valueOf(rs3.getInt("caselD"));
headnoteHash.add(caseID);
}}
if (stmt.execute(statement)) {
rs = stmt.getResultSeto;
}
// Start generating output for response
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter (response.getOutputStreamo);
response.setContentType("text/html");
out.println("<html>");
out.println("<head>");
out.println("<title>Search Results</title>");
out.println("</head>");
out.println("<BODY BACKGROUND=\"background.jpg\" TEXT=\"black\"
LINK=\"#005d5dV' VLINK=\"#5d5d00\" ALINK=\"#ff0000\" BGCOLOR=\"#FFFFFF\">");
//out.println("<FONT COLOR=GREEN>");
out.println("<A HREF=\"http://www.supremecourtaudio.net\">Home</A> <A
HREF=\"http://www.supremecourtaudio.net/about.html\">About</A>I <A
HREF=\"mailto:webmaster@supremecourtaudio.net\">Comments</A>");
out.println("<HR NOSHADE>");
out.println(" <center>");
out.println("<FONT SIZE=\"+3\">Supreme Court Cases Audio Search</font>");
out.println(" </center>");
out.println("<br/>");
// Catch case where there were no search terms inputted
if (searchTerms.trimo.equals("")){
out.println("There were no search terms. Some search terms may have been
omitted.<br/>");
} else {
out.println("Results for <b>" + searchTerms + "</b>. Some search terms may
have been omitted.<br/>");
}
out.println("<br/>");
String file;
String segment;
String name;
String multiple;
String caselD;
String caseTitle;
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here MATCH
java.util.HashSet fileHash = new java.util.HashSeto;
int count = 0;
// Loop through each file and display transcript segment information
while(rs.nexto) {
file = rs.getString("file");
caselD = rs.getString("caseID");
// Headnote search and check
if (headnoteHash.contains(caseID)11!includeHeadnotes) {
// Check to see if the file has already been included in the result
if (!fileHash.contains(file)) {
fileHash.add(file);
// This count ensures that only 10 results will be shown
count++;
if ((count >= start)&&(count <= (start + 9))) {
// multiple field allows more than one transcript segment to be in each piece
multiple = rs.getString("multiple");
// Build output for each transcript piece
caseTitle = rs.getString("casesName");
out.println("<font size=\"+1\">" + String.valueOf(count) + ". <i>" + caseTitle +
out.println("<br/>");
if (multiple.equals("Y")) {
stint = conn.createStatemento;
// This statement ensures that only a single file is displayed for each piece
statement = "SELECT t.segment, p.name " +
"FROM transcriptsegments t, participants p " +
"WHERE p.participantlD = t.participantlD "+
"and file = "' + file + "' order by t.transcriptSegmentID";
if (stmt.execute(statement)) {
String previousSpeaker ="";
rs2 = stmt.getResultSeto;
while(rs2.nexto) {
segment = rs2.getString("segment").trimo;
// calls a method to highlight search terms
segment = boldSearchTerms(segment, searchTerms);
name = rs2. getString("name");
// This allows the algorithm to cycle through each speaker in the piece
if (name.equals(previousSpeaker)) {
out.println(segment);
} else {
out.println("<b>" + name + "</b>: "+ segment);
}
previousSpeaker = name;
out.println("<br/>");
}}
rs2.closeo;
} else {
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segment = rs.getString("segment").trimo;
segment = boldSearchTerms(segment, searchTerms);
name = rs.getString("name");
out.println("<b>" + name + "</b>: " + segment);
out.println("<br/>");
}
// output generated for the m3u file
out.println("<a href=V'../media/" + file +".m3u\">Click Here to Play This
Clip</a><br/>");
out.println("<br/>");
}
if (count > (start + 9)){
includeNextResults = true;
}}}}
out.println("</FONT>");
if (count == 0){
out.println("No results were returned. Please try another <a
href=\"http://www.supremecourtaudio.net/\">search</a>.");
}
// This generated the next results page if the user wishes to continue with more results
if (includeNextResults) {
out.println("<form action=\" search\" method=POST>");
out.println(" <input type=hidden name=searchTerms value=\"" + searchTerms + "\">");
out.println("<input type=hidden name=speakerFilter value=" + speakerFilter + ">");
out.println("<input type=hidden name=headnotesTerms value=" + headnotesTerms +
out.println("<input type=hidden name=start value=" + String.valueOf(start + 10) +">");
out.println("<input type=submit value=\"Next Results\">");
out.println(" </form>");
}
out.println("</body>");
out.println("</html>");
out.closeo;
} catch (SQLException ex) {
// handle any errors
System.out.println("SQLException: "-+ ex.getMessage();
System.out.println("SQLState: " + ex.getSQL Stateo);
System.out.println("VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCodeo);
} catch (java.lang.ClassNotFoundException ex){
System. out.println(" Cannot find driver class");
} catch (IllegalAccessException ex){
System.out.println("IllegalAccessException");
} catch (InstantiationException ex){
System.out.println("InstantiationException");
} finally {
/ it is a good idea to release
// resources in a finally{} block
// in reverse-order of their creation
/if they are no-longer needed
if (rs != null) {
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try {
rs.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
rs = null;
}
}
if (rs2 ! null) {
try {
rs2.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
rs2 = null;
}
}
if (rs3 null) {
try {
rs3.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
rs3 = null;
}}
if (stmt null) {
try {
stmt.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
stmt = null;
}}
if (conn ! null) {
try {
conn.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { /ignore }
stint = null;
}}}
}
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/* This method will highlight the search terms when the transcript
* pieces are returned.
*/
public String boldSearchTerms(String segment, String searchTerms){
//Find search terms
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(searchTerms);
while (st.hasMoreTokenso) {
String term = st.nextTokeno;
term = term.toLowerCaseo;
segment = segment.replaceAll(term, "<b><font color=red>" + term + "</fnt></b>");
term = capitalize(term);
segment = segment.replaceAll(term, "<b><font color=red>" + term + "</font></b>")}
return segment;}
static String capitalize(String term) {
String newTerm;
char ch; // One of the characters in str.
ch = term.charAt(O);
ch = Character.toUpperCase(ch);
newTerm = String.valueOf(ch) + term.substring(1);
return newTerm;
}
/* This method helps to omit useless words in the search.
*/
static String omitSearchTerms(String inputSearchTerms) {
StringTokenizer st new StringTokenizer(inputSearchTerms);
String term = "";
String origTerm =
String newTerm =
String searchTerm;
while (st.hasMoreTokenso) {
origTerm = st.nextTokeno;
term = origTerm.toLowerCaseo;
term = term.replaceAll("\"", "");
searchTerm = "a";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "an";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "and";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "if';
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "in";
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if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");}
searchTerm = "of';
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "or";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "the";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");
}
searchTerm = "to";
if (term.equals(searchTerm)) {
term = term.replaceAll(searchTerm, "");}
if (term.equals(origTerm.toLowerCase()) {
newTerm = newTerm + "+ origTerm;
} else {
newTerm = newTerm + "+ term;
}
}
return newTerm;
}
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import java.io.*;
import java.sql.*;
import java.sql.Connection;
import j ava.sql.DriverManager;
import java.sql.SQLException;
/* *
* @author Edward Wang
* These scripts reformat the input transcripts and then imports the information into the DB.
*/
public class Importer {
// Each time a new cases is added, these three static variables are changed to accommodate
/the new case
public static String transcript = "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Edward Wang\\My
Documents\\Oyez\\Cases\\Alabama-Shelton\\transcript.txt";
public static String fileBase = "Alabama Track";
public static String caselD = "6";
public static void main(String[] args) {
/checks format of file
checko;
/imports into DB
importSQLO;
// updates multiple field
updateSQLO;
// makes m3u files
makem3uo;
}
public static void checko {
try {
BufferedReader r = new BufferedReader( new FileReader(transcript));
String line = r.readLine(;
while (line!= null){
int participantID = Integer.parselnt(line);
line = r.readLineo;
int fileNumber = Integer.parselnt(line);
line = r.readLineo;
String segment = line;
line = r.readLineo;
System.out.println(String.valueOf(participantID) + ":" +
String.valueOf(fileNumber) + ":" + segment);
}
} catch (Exception ex) {
}}
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public static void importSQL() {
assume conn is an already created JDBC connection
Statement stmt = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
Connection conn = null;
try {
BufferedReader r = new BufferedReader( new FileReader(transcript));
String line = r.readLineo;
int number= 1;
String numberString;
String fileName;
Class.forName(" com.mysql .j dbc. Driver");
conn =
DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/supremecourtaudio net -_1");
while (line!= null){
int participantID = Integer.parselnt(line);
line = r.readLineo;
int fileNumber = Integer.parselnt(line);
line = r.readLineo;
String segment = line;
line = r.readLineo;
segment = replace(segment);
stmt = conn.createStatemento;
if (fileNumber < 10) {
numberString = "0" + String.valueOf(fileNumber);
} else {
numberString = String.valueOf(fileNumber);
}
fileName = fileBase + "+ numberString;
String statement = "Insert into transcriptsegments
(transcriptSegmentID, caseID, participantID, file, segment) "
+ "values("' + String.valueOf(number) + I', ' + caselD + ",'
String.valueOf(participantID) + "', ' + fileName + "', .' +
segment + "');
System.out.println(statement);
stmt.execute(statement);
//conn.commito;
number++;
}} catch (SQLException ex) {
// handle any errors
System.out.println("SQLException: "+ ex.getMessageo);
System.out.println("SQLState: " + ex.getSQLStateo);
System. out.println("VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCodeO);
} catch (java.lang.ClassNotFoundException ex){
System.out.println(" Cannot find driver class");
} catch (Exception ex) {
} finally {
if (stmt null) {
try {
stmt.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
stnt = null;
}
}
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if (conn != null) {
try {
conn.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { /ignore }
stmt = null;
}}}}
public static String replace(String temp)
{
String revised
for (int i = 0; i < temp.lengtho; i++){
char c = temp.charAt(i);
if (c '\") {
revised += "\\'";
}else{
revised += c;
}}
return revised;
}
public static void updateSQL( {
// assume conn is an already created JDBC connection
Statement stmt = null;
Statement stmt2 = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
Connection conn = null;
try {
Class. forName("com.mysql.j dbc.Driver");
conn =
DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/supremecourtaudio net-_ 1");
stmt = conn.createStatemento;
String statementi = "SELECT file FROM transcriptsegments where multiple
'N' group by file having count(file)> 1";
if (stmt.execute(statementl)) {
rs = stmt.getResultSeto;
}
while(rs.nexto) {
stmt2 = conn.createStatemento;
String file = rs.getString("file");
String statement2 = "update transcriptsegments set multiple ='Y' " +
"where file ='"' + file + ";
System.out.println(file);
stmt2.execute(statement2);
stmt2.close(;
}
//conn.commito;
} catch (SQLException ex) {
// handle any errors
System.out.println("SQLException: "+ ex.getMessageo);
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System.out.println("SQLState: " + ex.getSQLState();
System.out.println("VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCodeo);
} catch (java.lang.ClassNotFoundException ex){
System.out.println("Cannot find driver class");
} catch (Exception ex) {
} finally {
if (stint != null) {
try {
stmt.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { /ignore }
stmt = null;
}
}
if (conn null) {
try {
conn.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { /ignore }
stmt = null;
}}
}}
public static void makem3uo {
String path = "C:\\Documents and Settings\\Edward Wang\\My
Documents\\Oyez\\m3u\\";
Statement stmt = null;
ResultSet rs = null;
Connection conn = null;
try {
Class.forName("com.mysql.j dbc.Driver");
conn =
DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost/supremecourtaudio net-_1");
stmt = conn. createStatementO;
String statementl = "SELECT distinct(file) FROM transcriptsegments where
caselD = ' + caselD +
if (stmt.execute(statementl)) {
rs = stmt.getResultSeto;
}
while(rs.nexto)){
String fileName = rs.getString("file");
System.out.println(fileName);
String m3uName = fileName + ".m3u";
//File file = new File(path + m3uName);
// Create file if it does not exist
//boolean success = file.createNewFileo;
/if (success) {
// file.
// } else {
// System.out.println("Already exists");
// }
BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(path +
m3uName));
out.write(fileName + ".mp3);
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out.closeo;
}
//conn.commito;
} catch (SQLException ex) {
// handle any errors
System.out.println("SQLException: "+ ex.getMessageo);
System.out.println("SQLState: " + ex.getSQLStateo);
System.out.println("VendorError: " + ex.getErrorCodeo);
} catch (java.lang.ClassNotFoundException ex){
System. out.println("Cannot find driver class");
} catch (IOException ex) {
} catch (Exception ex) {
} finally {
if (stmt != null) {
try {
stmt.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { / ignore }
stint = null;
}
}
if (conn null) {
try {
conn.closeo;
} catch (SQLException sqlEx) { // ignore }
stint = null;
}
}
}
}
}
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